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Technical specifications

Working environment: ambient temperature: 16C°~35 °C Rent to 
humidity:<=85% Power supply voltage: DC-3V (TWO AAA  batteries) 
Product size: 170x105x60mm (length x width x height) Product 
weight:135 grams Measurement range: Body temperature mode: 32 
~43 °C measurement accuracy: 32.0 ~34.9 °C: +0.3 ° C 
35~42℃ ±0.2℃ 42.1~42.9℃±0.3℃ Measuring distance: 1 ~5 cm 
Measurement time1seconds Tricolor backlight Surface temperature 
mode: green Body temperature mode: 34.0 ~37.3 ℃ green 37.4 
~38.0 ℃ (set value-0.1 ℃): yellow 38.1 (set value) ~42.9 ℃ red 
Automatic shutdown≤18seconds Storage and transportation-20 ℃ 
~55 ℃ Relative humidity <93% Ifnecessary, the company can 
provide circuit diagrams, component lists and other information for 
repair and use by technicians.   

Body temperature common sense
Thehuman body isa verycomplex biological comprehensive 
system.Body temperature isa very important feature of the human 
body. Usually, we measure our health by measuring the temperature 
of the forehead, ears,  mouth, and underarms. Itis measured in 
different parts. Body temperature will be different "
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1———Infrared probe
2———LCD screen 
3———Up
4———Down
5———Setting
6———Measure
7———Battety bunker
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Productadvantages

Convenient and fast: the measurement error can reach +0.2C, 
and the measurement speed is Productadvantagless than 1 
seconds
Wide temperature measurement: The measurement range can 
reach 0.0-100°C. Multiple uses:human body temperature 
measurement: human body temperature; Object 
temperaturemeasurement: such as rice paste temperature;
Liquid temperature measurement: such as baby bath water 
temperature, milk watertemperature.
Clean and hygienic: non-contact forehead temperature 
measurement, measurement distance1-5cm, no contact with 
human skin,prevent cross infection,
Simpleand practical:One-buttonmeasurement,one-
buttonconversionmode,one-button search and memory, easy 
operation.
Sound and light warning: green, yellow and red backlights 
indicate whether the bodytemperature isnormal, low fever, high 
fever, andThere are "dididi" voice reminders or voice reminders.
Multi-group memory: It can store 50 sets of measurement data 
for analysis and comparison.
Correction settings: You can modify the setting parameters to 
suit different races of skin color, orhuman bodies with different 
characteristics   
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